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Abstract

A control�oriented engine model is developed to represent a spark ignited engine
equipped with a variable cam timing mechanism over a wide range of operating con�
ditions� Based upon laboratory measurements a continuous� nonlinear� low�frequency
phenomenological engine model is developed� With respect to a �xed�cam timing engine�
the VCT mechanism alters the mass air �ow into the cylinders� the torque response� and
the emissions of the engine� The developed model re�ects all of these modi�cations and
includes a representation of the breathing process� torque and emission generation� and
sensor�actuator dynamics� The model has been validated with engine�dynamometer
experimental data and can be used in powertrain controller design and development�

Keywords� engine modeling� emission� camshaft timing� automotive power�

train� multivariable control

� Introduction�

Modern automobile engines must satisfy the challenging and often con�icting goals of min�
imizing exhaust emissions� providing increased fuel economy and satisfying driver perfor�
mance requirements over a wide range of operating conditions� An innovative mechanical
design approach to achieving these goals has been the development of variable cam timing
�VCT� engines�

Variable cam timing �VCT� is a promising feature for automotive engines because it
allows optimization of the cam timing over a wide range of engine operating conditions�
The majority of conventional engines operate at a �xed cam timing that provides a tradeo�
among idle stability� fuel economy� and maximum torque performance� There are also
successful examples of two�position cam timing engines that alleviate the above tradeo�
by allowing operation in two cam timing settings� Investigation of variable cam timing
schemes shows potential bene�ts in fuel economy �Elrod and Nelson� �	
�� Ma� �	

� Gray�
�	

�� reduced feedgas emissions �Meacham� �	�� Stein et all�� �		��� and improvement
of full load performance �Lenz et al�� �	

�� There are four variable cam timing strategies
possible for double overhead camshaft engines �DOHC�� �i� phasing only the intake cam
�intake only�� �ii� phasing only the exhaust cam �exhaust only�� �iii� phasing the exhaust
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and the intake cam equally �dual equal�� and �iv� phasing the exhaust and the intake cam
independently �dual independent�� Static analysis and comparison of the e�ects of the four
strategies at part load are given in �Leone et al�� �		���

In all four VCT schemes� cam timing can increase internal residual gas and conse�
quently alter the intake� combustion and exhaust processes� Internal residual gas reduces
the combustion temperature� thereby suppressing NOx formation� The exhaust gas that is
drawn back into the cylinder and reburned is rich in unburned HC� As a result� variable
cam timing is used to reduce the base HC and NOx feedgas emission levels of the engine
with respect to a conventional powerplant with �xed cam phasing� The VCT mechanism
can replace the external exhaust gas recirculation �EGR� system commonly used for NOx

reduction by achieving lower tailpipe emissions at equivalent catalytic converter e�ciencies�
Variable cam timing schemes have a profound e�ect on the engine breathing process�

Most VCT schemes require operation in higher manifold pressure� This results in reduction
in pumping losses and therefore increased fuel economy� The dilution of the in�cylinder
mixture� however� alters the engine torque response and leads to a tradeo� between low
emissions and good drivability� The impact of the dual equal VCT scheme in torque response
is more signi�cant than the impact of the intake only and exhaust only VCT schemes and
requires evaluation of the overall system performance� Dynamic cam timing scheduling
requires the understanding of the interaction of the VCT subsystem with the other engine
subsystems that a�ect emissions and engine performance�

To this end� we develop a nonlinear� low�frequency� phenomenological model of an exper�
imental SI engine equipped with a dual�equal variable cam timing mechanism� A schematic
representation of the dual�equal scheme is shown in Figure �� The developed model con�
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Figure �� Schematic representation of the dual�equal VCT scheme� By retarding the cam phasing�
the exhaust and intake valve overlap occurs later during the intake event� This causes the induction
and reburn of the last part of the exhaust gases which is rich in unburned HC� The resulting dilution
also lowers the combustion temperature and suppresses feedgas NOx emissions� The amount of
emission reduction will vary with engine speed and load�

sists of a representation of the breathing process� the torque generation and the feedgas
NOx and HC exhaust emissions� It also includes actuator�sensor dynamics and the im�
portant process and computational delays� It accurately represents the dynamic nonlinear
and multivariable behavior of the VCT engine� The derived model can be used in pow�
ertrain control development with primary emphasis in reducing emissions while satisfying
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drivability requirements at part load and medium engine speed� Furthermore� it can be used
in assessing the feasibility and the achievable performance of the VCT engine when com�
pared to a conventional external�EGR engine� Projections of vehicle performance can be
based on simulation of the derived model during Federal Test Procedure �FTP� cycles� The
dual�equal variable cam timing subsystem represents one of the various functional modes
available with a camless engine �Schechter and Levin� �		��� The model structure presented
here can be extended to a SI engine with a camless valvetrain�

This paper is organized as follows� After a brief de�nition of the variables used in the
model description in Section �� and a discussion of the experimental set�up in Section ��
the dual�equal VCT engine model is presented in Section �� The assumptions made to
modify the conventional engine model �Crossley and Cook� �		�� to incorporate the e�ects
of dual�equal cam timing are tested in Section ���� In Section ���� the identi�ed model is
validated against actual engine�dynamometer data� Issues regarding the region of validity
of the identi�ed model are discussed in Section ���� In Section �� the VCT engine model
characteristics are analyzed from a control development perspective� Finally� in Section 
we give some concluding remarks and discuss directions for future work�

� Nomenclature

A�F air�to�fuel ratio
c coe�cients on physical equations �with various subscripts�

command when used in subscripts
CAM camshaft timing �degrees�
Fc fuel command �grams per intake event�
K� or k static gains derived after linearization
�m mass air �ow � g

sec
�

�m� � mass air �ow through the throttle body
�mcyl � mass air �ow to the cylinder

m mass �g�
ma � mass air charge � g

event
�

MAF mass air �ow measured at the hot wire anemometer
N engine speed �RPM�
P pressure �bar�

Pm � manifold pressure �bar�
Po � ambient pressure �bar�

R speci�c gas constant � J
kg�K

�

T temperature �K�
Tq engine brake torque �Nm�
Vm manifold volume �m��
�T fundamental sampling time interval �sec�
� throttle angle �degrees�
� time constant in lowpass �lters �sec�

� Experimental Set�up

The VCT experimental engine was mounted in a ���HP DC dynamometer� Measurements
were collected using a UNIX�based data acquisition system� Air�to�fuel ratio was measured
using an NTK Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen �UEGO� sensor� The actual cam phasing
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position was measured in the experimental set�up using an optical encoder with � degree
resolution� Feedgas CO�� CO� HC� and NOx emission measurements were collected using
a Horiba analyzer� The emission measurements were the averaged value of the contents
of the emitted exhaust gas during �� sec of steady�state engine operation� A hot wire
anemometer was used to measure the mass air �ow rate into the manifold� The sensor was
located upstream of the throttle body� Measurements of brake torque on the dynamometer
were used for steady�state engine mapping� In�cylinder pressure transducers �Kistler� were
used to calculate indicated mean e�ective pressure �IMEP� and reconstruct the dynamic
brake torque response during transient tests� The experimental engine was equipped with
the necessary sensors for collecting inlet manifold pressure and various signi�cant engine
temperatures�

The dynamic tests consisted of small steps in throttle� cam timing� and fuel charge�
During these dynamic tests� engine speed was kept constant �the dynamometer was set to
speed mode�� Feedforward load control was necessary to maintain constant engine speed
during these dynamic tests because the dynamometer controller couldn�t provide su�ciently
fast closed loop engine speed control� For each step test� MBT spark timing was identi�
�ed o��line and was controlled by using the test cell electronic management system� All
experiments were performed with zero external exhaust gas recirculation�

To ensure accuracy and consistency of the dynamic throttle steps� a DC motor was used�
With the DC motor� a throttle step of 	� degrees was achievable in �� msec� The dynamic
throttle tests were performed at a number of engine operating conditions� keeping cam
timing constant� and using open�loop fuel and spark control to maintain engine operation
at stoichiometry and to achieve MBT spark timing during step�test� Transient cam timing
tests were performed to identify the engine dynamic behavior during changes in cam timing�
During these transient tests� open loop spark and fuel control were employed while throttle
angle and engine speed were kept constant�

� Model Development�

The goal in controlling the VCT engine is to reduce tailpipe emissions� while maintaining
driving behavior similar to a conventional engine� Tailpipe emissions depend on the catalytic
converter e�ciency and the amount of feedgas emission that the catalytic converter has to
process� The catalytic converter e�ciency is very sensitive to A�F deviations from the
stoichiometric value� Therefore� we can correlate the catalytic converter e�ciency with
the A�F response� In the model developed we identify how throttle position� cam timing�
and fuel charge a�ect torque� feedgas NOx and HC� and A�F response� Emission levels
are heavily studied and regulated in the engine�load range that corresponds to the Federal
Test Procedure �FTP� cycle� For this reason� our modeling e�ort concentrates on the
development of a control�oriented model of the experimental VCT engine in the region
de�ned by the FTP cycle and is centered in the part�throttle medium�speed operating
regime� Using this range of speed�load� we determine the set points of the independent
variables of the engine and de�ne the set of dynamometer experimental data for the model
development�

The model derived in this paper represents spatially and event averaged quasi�steady
time�varying phenomena� It fails� however� to describe high frequency phenomena due to
acoustic and inertia dynamics� or the spatial variation of gas properties due to unsteady gas
dynamics� It is a continuous� nonlinear� low�frequency� phenomenological representation
of an eight cylinder experimental VCT engine� based on the engine model structure in
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�Crossley and Cook� �		�� Powell and Cook� �	
� Moskwa and Hedrick� �		�� Cho and
Hedrick� �	
	� Dobner� �	
��� with appropriate modi�cations for variable cam timing�

The dynamic elements of the engine model are described by physically based equations�
whereas the pseudo�static elements are described by empirically based expressions as in
�Crossley and Cook� �		��� The structure of the VCT engine model was identi�ed by
engine�dynamometer experiments� the VCT mechanism was found to alter the mass air �ow
into the cylinders� the internal EGR� the engine torque response� and exhaust emissions�
The mass air �ow through the throttle body� engine pumping rate� brake torque generation
and feedgas NOx and HC emissions generation are complex functions� depend on many
engine parameters� and are di�cult to model analytically� so they are included as nonlinear
static empirical relations� Their parameters are determined from regressed dynamometer�
engine steady�state data using the least squares approach� Physically based di�erential and
di�erence equations are used to describe the dynamic elements of the engine� such as inlet
manifold dynamics and the time delay elements in the signal paths� The identi�cation of
these parameters is based on the dynamic response of the experimental engine mounted
in the dynamometer to small step inputs� Furthermore� the model includes actuator and
sensor dynamics� and some important computational delays�

��� Manifold Filling Dynamics�

The intake manifold can be represented as a �nite volume based on the �Filling and Emp�
tying Methods� of plenum modeling described in �Heywood� �	

�� The dynamic equations
that characterize the manifold �lling dynamics are based on the principles of conservation
of mass� conservation of energy� and the ideal gas law given below �

�m �
IX

i��

�mini �

JX
j��

�moutj ���

mcv �Tm � �Qm �
IX

i��

�cpiTini � cviTm� �mini �RTm

JX
j��

�moutj ���

Pm � �RTm �
m

Vm
RTm � ���

where cp and cv are the constant pressure and volume speci�c heat� m is the mass within
the manifold at any time� Q is the heat �ow into the manifold� R is the speci�c gas constant�
and Pm� Tm� and Vm the manifold pressure� temperature and volume�

The equation of conservation of energy �Equation �� is satis�ed by assuming constant
temperature and zero heat transfer to the walls� To use the state equation �Equation
��� the air into the intake manifold is assumed to be homogeneous� In addition to the
above equations� the principle of conservation of momentum is also satis�ed by assuming
uniform pressure and temperature between the throttle body and the intake valves� Also
we neglect the e�ects of back�ow and leakage� This assumption might not be valid for all
engine operating conditions� It is� however� a valid assumption for the speed�load region at
which the engine model is identi�ed� We assume zero exhaust gas into the manifold because
exhaust gas is recirculating directly through the exhaust manifold and not through the inlet
manifold� Therefore� we do not account for the e�ects due to the partial pressure of the
exhaust gas in the inlet manifold�

Based on the previous equations and assumptions� the manifold �lling dynamics can be
described by the following �rst order di�erential equation that relates the rate of change of
the manifold pressure �Pm� to the mass air �ow rates into and out of the manifold � �m� and
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�mcyl� respectively�

d

dt
Pm � km� �m� � �mcyl�� where km �

R � Tm
Vm

� ���

The value km can be derived by its physically based parameters km � R�Tm
Vm

� where R � �

J

kg�K
the speci�c gas constant� Tm � �

 K the nominal manifold temperature� and Vm �

���� m� the manifold volume� resulting in km � ��
�
 � ��� J
kg�m� � ����
 bar

g
�

��� Flow through the Throttle Body

A quasi�steady model of �ow through an ori�ce is used to derive the mass air �ow through
the throttle body into the manifold� The quasi�steady relation of the air �ow through a
valve opening is based on the assumptions of one�dimensional� steady� compressible �ow of
an ideal gas� The general equation describing the mass air �ow across a valve opening was
developed in �Novak� �	��

�m � AePu

�
�

RTu

����
� �� and � �

���
��

� �

���
�
�
�

r
�Pd
Pu

�
�
� � �Pd

Pu
�
���
� if �Pd

Pu
� � � �

���
�

�
���

� �

���
�

���
������ if �Pd

Pu
� � � �

���
�

�
���

where Ae is the e�ective �ow area� Pu and Tu are the upstream pressure and temperature�
Pd is the downstream pressure� and � �

cp
cv

is the ratio of speci�c heats�
Based on the above relation we can derive the mass air �ow rate into the manifold � �m��

through the primary throttle body as a function of the throttle angle ���� the upstream
pressure �Po�� which we assume to be close to the atmospheric� i�e�� Po � � bar� and
the downstream pressure� which is the manifold pressure �Pm�� The simpli�ed function
describing �m� is given in �Crossley and Cook� �		���

�m� � g��Pm� � g����� where g��Pm� �

�
� if Pm

Po
� �

�

�
q

Pm
Po
� �Pm

Po
�� if Pm

Po
� �

�

���

and g���� is a third order polynomial in throttle angle� The regressed equation for g����
can be found in the Appendix� Figure � shows the mass air �ow through the throttle body
� �m�� for di�erent values of ��

��� Engine Pumping Rate

The pulsating mass air �ow out of the manifold and into the cylinders is a complicated
function of engine characteristics� the conditions in the intake and exhaust manifold� and
the gas inertia� It can be represented� however� by an empirical relationship assuming
quasi�steady operating conditions� and averaging the mass air �ow into the cylinders over
an engine event� The empirical relationship can be developed by treating the engine as
a pump and assuming constant intake temperature and exhaust gas pressure� The engine
pumping mass air �ow rate � �mcyl� for a conventional engine is a function of manifold pressure
�Pm�� and engine speed �N�� Retarded cam timing increases the exhaust gas recirculation
and therefore decreases the fresh mass air �ow into the cylinders� The regressed mass
air �ow rate is a polynomial in cam phasing �CAM�� manifold pressure �Pm�� and engine
speed �N�� The resulting polynomial is of degree three� and a third order polynomial in
each individual variable�

�mcyl � F �CAM�Pm� N� � ���
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Figure �� Mass air �ow rate through the throttle body as a function of manifold pressure for
di�erent throttle angles�

The identi�ed polynomial can be found in the Appendix� Figure � shows the variation of
mass air �ow rate with manifold pressure �Pm� for di�erent values of cam phasing �CAM�
at constant engine speed ����� RPM��
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Figure �� Engine pumping mass air �ow rate as a function of manifold pressure for �ve di�erent
cam timing values at ���� RPM�

��� Torque Generation�

The generation of engine torque is a complex process that depends on geometric cylinder
and valve features� thermodynamic properties of the unburned and burned gases� the mass
and energy equation and the combustion process� The brake torque model derived here is
an empirical static relationship of measurable parameters and assumes that fuel� air� and
the residual gas are uniformly mixed� and quasi�steady engine operation with the individual
cylinder torque generation averaged over one engine event�

During the steady�state engine mapping� spark timing is scheduled at minimum spark
advance to achieve best torque �MBT�� Therefore the identi�ed torque response corresponds
to MBT spark timing� and consequently spark is not an independent variable for the de�
veloped VCT engine model� This approach is justi�ed since the e�ects of spark timing on
torque are almost instantaneous when compared to the e�ects of air charge� air�to�fuel ratio�





and exhaust gas recirculation�
Based on the experimental data of the steady�state torque response� we have concluded

that cam timing a�ects brake torque through its e�ects on the fresh air charge into the
cylinders� The basis functions used in regressing brake torque are similar to the ones
generally used in modeling brake torque of conventional engines �Crossley and Cook� �		���
Therefore� engine torque �Tq� can be mapped as a function of the air charge �mcyl�� the air
fuel ratio �A�F �� and the engine speed �N�� The modeled torque equation is a polynomial
of degree three� and a third order polynomial in each individual variable �

Tq � F �mcyl� A�F�N� � ��

The equation for brake torque is contained in the Appendix� The variation of torque with
A�F for di�erent values of cylinder air charge �grams per intake event� at constant engine
speed ����� RPM� is shown in Fig� ��
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Figure �� Engine torque as function of A�F for di�erent values of air charge at constant engine
speed 	�
�� RPM��

To obtain a dynamic prediction of torque we superimpose on the multivariate static
relationship the induction to power stroke delay� Other dynamic phenomena associated
to the combustion process have time constants that are too small to be considered in a
real�time control strategy�

��� Feedgas NOx and HC emissions�

By NOx emissions� we mean the group of nitric oxides NO and nitric dioxides NO� pro�
duced inside the engine cylinder� In SI engines� experiments and chemical equilibrium
considerations indicate that at typical �ame temperatures NO��NO ratio are negligible�
The principle source of NO is the oxidation of atmospheric �molecular� nitrogen since
gasoline contains negligible amounts of nitrogen� Nitric oxide forms in high�temperature
burned gases� The higher the burned gas temperature the higher the rate of NO forma�
tion� Residual gas reduces the combustion temperature� and consequently reduces the NO
formation� The most important engine variables a�ecting NOx are the burned gas fraction
of the unburned mixture� the A�F and the spark timing� For simplicity� the spark timing
is scheduled at MBT� Regression of data from the dynamometer and the emission analyzer






result in an empirical relationship for the feedgas NOx emissions� The quasi�static NOx

can be described by a polynomial in engine speed �N�� cam phasing �CAM�� air fuel ratio
�A�F �� and manifold pressure �Pm�� The four variable regression applied in the NOx emis�
sion data results in an eighth degree polynomial� The modeled NOx equation is a second�
�rst� third and second order polynomial in engine speed �N�� cam phasing �CAM�� air fuel
ratio �A�F �� and manifold pressure �Pm�� respectively �

NOx � F �N�CAM�A�F� Pm� � �
�

The exact coe�cients from the regression analysis can be found in the Appendix� Figure
� shows the NOx dependency on A�F and CAM phasing� Studies about the prediction
of dynamic NOx emissions based on the static engine mapping �Throop et al�� �	
�� show
that the dynamic NOx is also a function of the dynamic cylinder wall temperature� This
dependency is not included in this study and might result in the predicted level of NOx

emission being higher than the actual level during an acceleration�deceleration maneuver�
Feedgas HC emissions are the result of incomplete combustion of the hydrocarbons in

the fuel� HC formation is based on four complex mechanisms even under the assumption
that fuel� air� and residual gas form a uniform mixture� The mechanism of �ame quenching
at the combustion chamber walls results in a layer of unburnedHC attaching to the cylinder
wall that is consequently scraped o� by the piston and expelled from the cylinder during
the last phase of the exhaust stroke �Heywood� �	

�� By retarding the cam phasing� we
keep this last part of the exhaust gases in the cylinder and reburn it�

The feedgas HC emissions can be modeled by an empirical function of independent
engine variables� The modeled HC emission equation is a polynomial in the engine speed
�N�� cam phasing �CAM�� air fuel ratio �A�F �� and inverse manifold pressure � �

Pm
�� The

derived equation describing HC emissions is given by �

HC � F �N�A�F�
�

Pm
� CAM� � �	�

Figure � shows the variation of HC emissions with A�F and cam phasing at constant
manifold pressure �Pm � ��� bar�� and engine speed �N � ���� RPM��

The exact function that represents the HC emissions can be found in the Appendix�
In �Hamburg and Throop� �	
�� it is shown that dynamic feedgas HC emissions can be
accurately predicted by the regression analysis of static measurements�

��� Process Delays�

The fundamental sampling rate for an n cylinder engine at engine speed N �revolutions
per minute� is �

�T
� N �n

���
� where �T �seconds� is the fundamental sampling time interval�

The discrete nature of the engine causes delays in the signal paths� For the engine studied�
a delay of ��T seconds is assumed between the induction of the air and fuel mixture
into the cylinders� and the corresponding torque response� this corresponds to the physical
delay in induction�to�power� The NOx and HC emissions are steady state measurements
�average values� and cannot be measured dynamically� Their identi�ed static nonlinear
maps� however� will be included in the VCT model in the same dynamic manner as the
torque generation function�

A delay of 	�T seconds is also identi�ed between the mass charge formation and the
time when its corresponding exhaust gas reaches the EGO sensor� This delay corresponds
to a ��T seconds delay in the induction�to�power stroke process� a ��T seconds delay
in the power�to�exhaust stroke process� and a �T seconds delay in the transport process
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in the exhaust manifold� To achieve good combustion properties� the fuel is injected on
closed intake valves� i�e�� during the exhaust stroke prior to the intake event� Including
the computational delay involved in the fuel pulse width calculation� a total delay of ��T
seconds is estimated between the commanded fuel pulse width and the formation of its
corresponding charge�

��� Actuators and Sensors�

The dynamics of the VCT actuator were identi�ed using parametric identi�cation methods
from the Matlab system identi�cation toolbox and are described by the following transfer
function �

CAMactual

CAMcommanded

�
�����s � ���


s� � �����s � ���

� ����

For control purposes� this transfer function was approximated by �

CAMactual

CAMcommanded

�
������s � ���	�	

s� ���	�	
� ����

The dynamics of the EGO sensor are modeled as a �rst order lag followed by a preload �relay
or switching�type� nonlinearity� The preload nonlinearity in the EGO sensor is viewed as
a coarse form of quantization which can be adjusted in a later design phase� The time
constant of the EGO sensor is typically � msec�
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A hot wire anemometer is used to measure the mass air �ow rate through the throttle
body� A �rst order lag with time constant equal to � msec is used to describe the air meter
dynamics� Finally� cam phasing measurements in a vehicle implementation were considered
to be updated every event introducing a delay of �T seconds between the actual and the
measured cam timing�

� Validation

The test work here involves the comparison of the identi�ed model response with actual
engine data to small step inputs� The set of data used for the validation is di�erent from
the set of data used for the model development� The work here provides validation of the
breathing and combustion process� and the sensor�actuator dynamics� Validation of the
dynamic emission model was not possible with the available emission analyzers�

��� Breathing Process Structure�

In this section we verify the breathing model structure and check the validity of the as�
sumptions employed in the previous chapters� Simple experiments of fast throttle and cam
timing changes were used to validate the model structure before proceeding with the full
scale parameter identi�cation� When the structure is de�ned and validated� static and
dynamic experiments can be speci�ed to identify the parameter of the phenomenological
model� The phenomenological model can be easily updated to represent di�erent platforms
by calibrating the numerical values of the model parameters�

Validation of the breathing process is a crucial step in the development of the VCT
engine� because the breathing process a�ects the torque� fuel economy� and feedgas emission
generation of an SI engine� The validation of the breathing process is based on our ability
to determine the value of km in the ideal gas law �Equation �� based on experimental data
and the assumed model structure� The experimentally derived km is subsequently compared
with the physically based km �km�phys�

� RTm
Vm

�� During transient throttle and cam timing
step tests engine speed is kept constant� The step changes in throttle and cam timing are
selected to maintain sonic �ow throughout the transient tests� Measurements of the actual
throttle angle� actual cam timing� mass air �ow upstream the throttle body� and manifold
pressure were logged during the experiments� Voltage signals were used to eliminate any
calculation delays and were then scaled based on their steady�state value� The nonlinear
equations used to represent the breathing process for constant engine speed are �

d
dt
Pm�t� � Km� �m��t�� �mcyl�t��

�m��t� � g��Pm�t�� � g����t��
sonic
�

flow
g����t��

�mcyl�t� � F �CAM�t�� Pm�t�� No�t��

����
��	

lineari�
�

zation

d
dt

�Pm � km�� �m� �� �mcyl�
� �m� � k���
� �mcyl � �kp��CAM � kp��Pm

�

where k� and kpi �for i������� are positive constants�
The transfer function between manifold pressure� mass air �ow rate and cam timing is

given by�

� �mcyl � �kp��CAM � kp��Pm
d
dt

�Pm � km�� �m� �� �mcyl�



� �Pm �

km
s� kmkp�

� �m� �
kmkp�

s� kmkp�
�CAM

����

��



Letting �m � �
kmkp�

the manifold pressure can then be expressed as

�Pm �

�
kp�

�ms� �
� �m� �

kp�
kp�

�ms� �
�CAM � ����

The dynamics of the manifold absolute pressure �MAP�� the mass air �ow �MAF�� and
the cam position sensor can be expressed as �

�MAP �
�

�ps� �
�Pm� �MAF �

�

�hs� �
� �m�� and �CAMm � e��cs�CAM �

����

We can neglect the above sensor dynamics because their time constants ��p� �h� �c� are
signi�cantly smaller that the manifold �lling time constant ��m� � The resulting transfer
function between the measured manifold pressure� the measured mass air �ow rate and the
cam measurement is given by �

�MAP �

�
kp�

�ms� �
�MAF �

kp�
kp�

�ms� �
�CAMm � ����

Using Equation ��� the time constant �m can be experimentally determined during throttle
and cam timing steps� The values of kp� and kp� can be derived from the linearization of
a crude approximation of the engine pumping rate � �mcyl� around the nominal operating
point� Based on the experimentally evaluated �m and kpi� km is calculated �km�exp� �

�

�mkp�
� and compared with its theoretical value km�phys�

� ����
 �see Section ����� After

six experiments� the average value of the experimentally derived km is ���� with small
standard deviation� Agreement of the experimentally derived km with the physically based
km validates the model structure of the breathing process�

��� Engine Model�

During the validation experiments� engine speed and A�F are kept constant at ���� RPM
and the stoichiometric value� respectively� The spark timing is adjusted to MBT� Figure
 shows the predicted and actual engine response during a step change in the throttle
position� The upper plot in Figure  is the predicted and actual reading in the Hot Wire
Anemometer �HWA� sensor during step changes in the throttle position� This plot shows
a good agreement between �i� the modeled and actual air �ow through the throttle body�
and �ii� the modeled and the actual HWA sensor dynamics� The actual manifold pressure
and the manifold pressure obtained from the developed simulation model are shown in the
middle plot of Figure � The predicted engine torque response during the throttle step is
compared with the reconstructed dynamic engine torque response at the lower plot of the
same �gure� The reconstructed dynamic torque response is calculated based on in�cylinder
pressure measurements and a slow brake torque measurement�

Figure 
 shows the engine response during step changes in cam position� The upper
plot in this Figure shows the simulated response of the identi�ed VCT actuator model and
the actual cam phasing� It can be seen that the identi�ed model accurately represents the
experimental VCT actuator dynamics� In the middle plot� the modeled breathing process
dynamics is validated against experimental data by comparing the manifold pressure traces
during the actual and the simulated dynamic cam tests� The lower plot in Figure 
 shows
the predicted and actual torque response� Note that during this validation test the steady�
state torque response is independent of the cam phasing� However the large torque drop
during the cam phasing transition might be crucial to drivability requirements�
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��� Region of Validity�

The block diagram of the identi�ed control�oriented VCT engine simulation model is shown
in Fig� 	� The data collected for the identi�cation of the VCT engine model lie between ��

Delay EGO
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Delay

VCT Actuator

Throttle Body
Km

s

Engine
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Rate

Tq=f(…)
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Figure 	� Block diagram of the identi�ed control�oriented VCT engine model�

RPM and ���� RPM� which covers most of the operating region in the current FTP cycle
for this engine� The data collected represent engine operation for throttle positions less
than �� degrees� operation beyond this region requires extrapolation and should be used
cautiously�

The derived model does not include fuel puddling dynamics� which is one of the im�
portant causes of A�F excursions during transient operation� The model of fuel puddling
dynamics developed in �Aquino� �	
�� can be added to the developed VCT engine model
after studying the e�ects of cam timing on the time constant of the puddle generation ��f ��
and the fraction of evaporated fuel from the fuel �lm �X�� This issue must be addressed if
the model is used in A�F control design by evaluating the sensitivity of the designed control
scheme to the uncertain dynamics�

The VCT engine model also does not include the rotational dynamics of the dynamome�
ter� since engine speed is a slowly varying state with respect to breathing andA�F dynamics�
For control development� however� engine speed must be a scheduling parameter� The ex�
perimental test�cell facility could not support the validation of the dynamic feedgas emission
model which is derived based on static data and includes the intake�to�exhaust�stroke delay
as the dominant dynamic process� This assumption should be tested in future modeling
e�orts� Also� the dynamic e�ects of cam timing on the pumping work during the intake
stroke� which can alter the brake torque characteristics� are not pictured in the identi�ed
model�

Spark timing very rapidly a�ects engine torque response� emissions and e�ciency� It is
the fastest actuator among all the actuators available for engine control� but it is constrained
by knock limitations� Knock depends on temperature� compression ratio and fuel properties�
The identi�ed VCT engine model assumes these parameters to be constant� Additional
modeling e�ort should include the e�ects of cam timing on these parameters and their
relation to spark timing control��

�Spark timing is a fast actuator but implementation of realtime embedded spark timing involves schedul
ing and processing delays that have to be included in a control oriented model�

��



� Engine Characteristics from a Control Perspective�

The main objective of variable cam timing is to reduce feedgas emissions during part throttle
operating conditions� Based on static engine mapping� we can optimize the cam timing to
minimize feedgas emissions with the constraint of smooth static torque response� Rapid
throttle movements are now accompanied by changes in cam phasing in order to minimize
feedgas emissions� These changes a�ect the cylinder air charge and can cause �i� large A�F
excursions and �ii� torque hesitation� Large A�F excursions reduce the catalytic converter
e�ciency and can nullify the VCT engine�s main purpose of reducing engine emissions�
Furthermore� drivability requirements might impose a severe limitation in cam movements�
Restricting cam phasing might sacri�ce the potential bene�ts of the VCT engine� Thus� it
is essential to completely characterize and consider the e�ects of cam timing in the engine
torque response and A�F control� In this section we are going to investigate these issues
by analyzing the unique interactions of the cam timing with the engine torque and A�F
response�

Cam timing alters engine torque response primarily by increasing the internal exhaust
gas residuals� The temperature of the in�cylinder mixture increases� A rise in air charge
temperature causes a decrease in air density� This requires operation at higher manifold
pressure to achieve the same level of torque response� Since manifold pressure cannot change
instantaneously� fast cam timing changes can cause unacceptable transient torque response�
In addition� cam retard reduces the steady�state air �ow into the cylinders when the air
�ow through the throttle body is subsonic� It does not a�ect� however� the steady�state
value of air �ow into the cylinders when the air �ow through the throttle body is sonic�

To illustrate this phenomenon we write again the nonlinear equations that describe the
breathing process during sonic �ow in the throttle body�

�m� � g��Pm�t��g����

�mcyl � F �CAM�Pm� N� ����

d

dt
Pm � Km� �m� � �mcyl�

In quasi�steady engine operation� mass air �ow and manifold pressure vary periodically
with time as each cylinder draws air from the intake manifold� causing a pulsation with
frequency equal to the fundamental engine frequency �see Sec� ����� The developed model
predicts the averaged values of manifold pressure and mass air �ow rate� The equilibrium
of the breathing process occurs when �m� � �mcyl� Figure �� shows di�erent operating
conditions and the corresponding equilibrium points for several throttle positions� engine
speeds and cam timings� The steady�state manifold pressure and mass air �ow into the
cylinders is obtained at the intersection of the engine pumping rate curves � �m�� with the
mass air �ow through the throttle curves � �mcyl�� In Figure ��� the intersection of the
engine pumping rate curves � �mcyl� at ���� RPM for various values of cam timing with the
mass air �ow curves � �m�� for throttle angle 	�� degrees results in constant steady�state �ow
into the cylinders� Manifold pressure� however� varies at each intersection� Cam timing�
therefore� alters the manifold pressure but does not a�ect the air �ow into the inlet manifold
during sonic conditions in the throttle body� During these conditions� a manifold pressure
rise compensates in steady�state for the decreased air charge density caused by retarding
the cam� One can observe the nonlinear behavior of the breathing process dynamics by
comparing this result with the intersections of the engine pumping rate curves at �� RPM
with the air �ow into the manifold that corresponds to the same throttle angle� The latter
intersections occur during subsonic �ow conditions and result in di�erent values for the
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manifold pressure and the air �ow into the cylinders�
Figure �� shows the steady�state torque response at �� and ���� RPM engine speed�

Note that cam timing does not a�ect engine torque response for small throttle angles because
of sonic �ow conditions at the throttle body� At �� RPM engine speed� however� subsonic
�ow occurs much earlier and torque response is very sensitive to cam timing even during
very small throttle angles� Torque variation due to cam timing is important during low
engine speeds because the driver is especially perceptive to torque changes there�

Linearization of the breathing dynamics �Equation �� at constant engine speed� will
elucidate further the dynamical characteristics at the two distinct operating points�sonic
�ow versus subsonic �ow �

� �m� � k���� � k���Pm

� �mcyl � �kp��CAM � kp��Pm ���

d

dt
�Pm � km�� �m� �� �mcyl� �

The transfer function between CAM timing� throttle position� and mass air �ow into
the cylinders is given by�

� �mcyl�s� �
kmk��kp�

s� km�k�� � kp��
���s��

kmkp�k�� � kp�s

s� km�k�� � kp��
�CAM�s� � ��
�

During sonic �ow� air �ow rate through the throttle body depends only on the throttle
angle �k�� � �� and � �m� � k����� Air �ow rate into the cylinder for constant throttle
angle is given by �

� �mcyl�s� �
�kp�s

s� kmkp�
�CAM�s� � ��	�
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and the resulting engine torque response for constant A�F and engine speed �N� is given
by�

�Tq�s� �
�kTkp�s

s� kmkp�
�CAM�s� � ����

where kT �
�Tq
� �mcyl

� The DC gain of the above transfer function is clearly zero� There

is� however� a considerable coupling in higher frequencies between cam timing and torque
response� This coupling can be seen in Figure �� through the Bode gain plots of the transfer
function between throttle and cam timing� and the engine outputs�torque andA�F � Figure
�� represents the linearized engine input�output relationship for three nominal throttle and
cam timing operating points� These points are shown in Fig� �� and represent a possible
throttle and cam timing operating trajectory� point a� 
 degrees throttle and � degrees cam
phasing� point b� 	 degrees throttle and �� degrees cam phasing� point c� �� degrees throttle
and �� degrees cam phasing� Changes in throttle position strongly in�uence torque response�
and by comparing term p�� with term p��� we can see a similar interaction between cam
timing and torque� More precisely� the e�ect of cam timing on torque is �� to �� dB smaller
than the e�ect of throttle on torque at frequencies near �� rad�sec� Strong dependency
between cam timing and A�F occurs at �� rad�sec� This e�ect is �� dB less than the e�ect
of throttle on A�F � The latter is one of the primary causes of transient A�F excursions
in conventional engines� Therefore� rapid changes in cam timing might a�ect the catalytic
converter e�ciency� The same characteristics can also be observed at �� RPM� The peak�
however� of the interaction between CAM timing and the engine outputs occurs at a lower
frequency� 	 rad�sec� The interactions of cam timing with torque response and A�F indicate
the need of a multivariable cam timing control design� A fairly extensive control analysis
and design is carried out in �Stefanopoulou� �		���
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Figure ��� Bode gain plots of the open loop plant using engineering units� Inputs are throttle angle
and cam timing� and outputs are torque and A�F � The three lines represent di�erent operating
conditions at constant engine speed 	���� RPM��

� Conclusions�

A phenomenological model of an SI engine equipped with a dual�equal variable cam timing
mechanism has been presented in this paper� The model includes the nonlinear repre�
sentation of the breathing process� torque and emission generation� and sensor�actuator
dynamics� The engine characteristics have been validated using engine�dynamometer ex�
perimental data� The developed model can be used for the analysis and control of the cam
timing to reduce feedgas emissions during part throttle and medium speed operating condi�
tions� Initial investigation of the VCT engine characteristics shows signi�cant interactions
between the following three engine performance indices� torque response� feedgas emissions�
and air�fuel ratio� The variable cam timing engine is shown to be a multivariable system�
The developed model is essential in assessing the performance tradeo�s between engine
performance indices �drivability� emissions� in the development of a powertrain controller�

The dual�equal variable cam timing engine re�ects a small subset of the optimum valve
timing solutions that a camless engine can provide� Nevertheless� the dynamic interactions
and control issues that arise in the dual�equal VCT engine are almost certain to appear
in the highly interactive camless engine� The work in this paper is the �rst systematic
approach towards studying and developing one of the various functionalities of a camless
engine from a control perspective�
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A Regression Maps

The information in this appendix is complementary to Section �� and provides all the
nonlinear regression maps� The regression analysis was based on least squares estimate� In
the least squares estimation we used normalized variables to a range from � to � based on
the following conversion�

�y �
y � ymin

ymax � ymin
����

where ymin and ymax is the minimum and maximum output value of the data set used� and

�x �
x� xmin

xmax � xmin
����

where xmin and xmax is the minimum and maximum input value of the data set used�

Sonic Mass Air Flow Rate through the Throttle Body

g���� � F ���

y � �m�� g�sec ymin � ���� ymax � ������


x � �� degrees xmin � ���� xmax � �	��

�y � ������ � ������x � �������x� � ���		��x�

Engine Pumping Mass Air Flow Rate

�mcyl � F �CAM�Pm� N�

y � �mcyl� g�sec ymin � ��� ymax � ����	

x �

�
� CAM � degrees

Pm� bar
N � RPM

�
�� xmin �

�
� �

�
�

�
�� xmax �

�
� ��

�
����

�
��

�y � ������� � ����

�x� � ����	��x� � ����
��x� � �����
�x��x� � �������x��
����
		�x��x� � �����
�x��x� � ����
��x�� � ��
�	��x�� � ����
��x�� � ���
���x���x�
����	���x���x� � ���		��x���x� � ���
���x���x� � ���

��x���x� � ���

��x���x�
�����	�x���x� � ���	���x��x��x� � �������x�� � ������x��

Torque Response

Tq � F �mcyl� A�F�N�

y � Tb� Nm ymin � ����� ymax � ����

x �

�
� mcyl� g�int� ev�

A�F
N � RPM

�
�� xmin �

�
� ������

���
��

�
�� xmax �

�
� ���

����
����

�
��

�y � ����
� � ���		��x� � �������x� � ���
���x� � �������x��x� � �������x��x�
������
�x��x� � �������x�� � ���
���x�� � �������x�� � �����
�x���x� � ���	�x���x�
�����
��x���x� � ����	�x���x� � �������x���x� � �����x���x� � �����
�x��x��x�
��������x�� � �������x�� � �������x��
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Feedgas Emission of Oxides of Nitrogen

NOx � F �N�CAM�A�F� Pm�

y � NOx� g�kW�h ymin � ��� ymax � ����	

x �

�
���

N � RPM
CAM � degrees

A�F
Pm� bar

�
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���
����
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����

�
����

�y � ������ � �����	�x� � ������x�� � �������x� � ������x��x� � ���	���x���x�
����
��x��x	 � ����
�x� � ��
���x��x� � �����
�x���x� � �������x��x� � ������x��x��x�
����
��x�� � �������x��x�� � �������x���x�� � ��
����x��x�� � ��	���x��x��x�� � ��
����x���x��x��
�����

�x�� � �����	�x��x�� � ��
�x���x�� � ���
�	�x��x�� � ������x��x��x�� � �������x���x��x��
�������x	 � ������x��x	 � ���	���x���x	 � ���	���x��x	 � ������x��x��x	 � ������x���x��x	
��������x��x��x��x	 � ��
	���x���x��x��x	 � ��������x���x	 � �������x��x���x	 � ������x���x���x	
�
������x��x��x���x	 � ������x���x��x���x	 � �
�
��x���x	 � �������x��x���x	 � ���	�
�x��x���x	
����
���x��x��x���x	 � ��	��x���x��x���x	 � �������x�	 � ���
���x��x�	 � ����	
�x���x�	
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